LSC Minutes
May 15, 2020
1) Call to order, 3:00pm
2) Welcome and review of LSC Essential Agreements
3) Roll Call
○ Introduction of LSC Members
○ Evelia Trujillo, parent representative
○ Irma Lizcano, parent representative
○ Maria Ocampo, parent representative (absent)
○ Jason Horwitz, community representative
○ Mike Tresnowski, community representative
○ Kathia Adame, teacher representative
○ Angela Chagoya, teacher representative
○ Maribel Lugo, staff representative
○ Oscar Valencia, parent representative
○ Diana Racasi, principal
○ Milton Uribe, parent representative
○ Melissa Kieta, parent representative
○ Quorum established
3. Approval of Agenda: Motioned by Lizcano, seconded by Adame; motion passed
unanimously
4) Approval of LSC Minutes from April, motioned by Kieta, seconded by ; Ocampo motion
passed unanimously
5) Introduction of guests:
○ Jamie Ayers parent/ FOP, M
 aribel Cabrera parent, parent, Bob Fox - parent, Luann Ray

parent/ FOP, Lucia Fernandez parent, Karen Ramirez parent, Scott Suckow parent, Lizeidi
Marin parent, Dan Green parent, Melissa Green parent, Eva Salgado parent, Yesika
Calderon parent, Ana Aponte parent, Monica Pantanpichet parent, Guadalupe Gonzalez
parent, Analicia Ramos teacher, Elizabeth Gonzalez parent,

6) Old Business
○ Review Principal Presentation in Drop Box & Start LSC Evaluation Rubric Self
Assessment
7) New Business
○ Principal presents School Budget for 2020-21 school year,
i)
Regional Gifted Centers funding dropped from $244,000 to $201,000,
$10,000 was added to support for program focus funding,
ii)
teacher salary increases for step/lane adjustments and cost of living
increase has gone up, which is why the budget looks like there is a
decrease
iii)
Budgeting is based on per student costs, if we lose enrollment we lose
money

iv)

Principal proposes a K-1 blend for Gifted Bilingual position, moving 1st
GB teacher to 2nd and 2nd GB teacher to another classroom, reps are
asking about cut off scores and 2nd round options Principal Racasi says
she received an email prior to meeting in regards to second round option
and will be looking at how this will work, Adame asks question in regards
to what would be the plan if this issue cannot be fixed for next year, what
does that mean for curriculum/ structure/ for both teachers and students.
Will kindergarten students possibly end up moving into 1st to be with the
same teacher, which would affect the curriculum being taught, what does
this mean for assessments. Principal Racasi says she is not sure what
that looks like right now and will be working on that. Kieta asks about
communication for parents, Principal Racasi said she will have a meeting
with Kinder GB parents.
v)
Drop in supplemental aid due to a decrease in the number of students
who qualify for it, 60% to 52%
vi)
Decrease in number of students who qualify for Title I funding which
decreased the total funds due to $216,505 to $213,378
vii)
Title II funds is new, used to decrease class size given (this is new)
$40,000, Valencia asked if this could be used to ensure an aide for the
k-1 blend proposed, Principal Racasi said that is not how it has been used
and that we currently have one aide that is at Pulaski and would be used
to help, said that if enrollment increases we could possibly get additional
funds to hire a new aide
viii)
Special education funds/ an additional teacher was added; but two
SECA’s were eliminated
ix)
Class size, chagoya asked question in regards to contractual obligations
as far as class sizes goes, for example k-2 should not have more than 28
students in a class and if it does there should be an aide, Principal Racasi
says that after the first 20 days that can be petitioned with CPS to acquire
an aide for that class, but that process may take 2 more more months
x)
Review of CIWP and ties to funding
xi)
Chagoya asked if primary would be getting more devices, Principal
Racasi says yes they will
8) Closed session to review principal evaluation
○ motioned by Chagoya, seconded by Valencia, motion passed unanimous
9) Motion on voting to approve budget and CIWP by Lizcano,
i)
Yes=9
No=2 Abstain=0
10) motion passed unanimously to approve evaluation ratings
11) Adjournment, Horwits motions to adjourn at 6:46pm, seconded by Valencia; unanimous
approval

